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Foreword

The success of any research project in climatology depends on theavailability of
data. In recent years, increasing at ten tion has been given to the use of proxy
data, particularly in studies of ciimaticchange. Besides some well known "physical" data sources (e.g. tree rings, pollen, ice coves), considerable information has
been obtained fro m historical records of farmers, traders, explorers. and others.
However, these sources have rarely been utilized in studies of pre,fen! climates.
The article by La Dochy and Annet! provides a n illustration of the use o f data on
forest fires and transmission line interruptions for a study o f lighlning.
The effects of increased carbon dioxide concentrations on futu re
climates continues to be a controversial issue. The majority opinion, as
expressed by tht! U.S. National Research Council's COl/ Climate Review Panel,
is that a warming of 3°C ± J .soC should be expected from a doubling of CO 2,
However, there is a minority view that the future climate will be cooler. This
view is presented here in the note by Idso. Readers with opinions on this topic
are encouraged to cont ribute their views to the Bulletin's News and Comments
or Notes sections. Longer submissions may be sent in as research articles, which
wou ld be formally reviewed by anonymous referees.
Since climatology is considered 10 be a SUb-disci pline of geography,
research papers are often presented at conferences sponsored by various associations of geographers. The April 1982 issue included a report on the Association
of American Geographers meeting. This issue contains reports from three geographers meet ings held in Canada and the U.S. in 1983. The Bulletin welcomes
submissions of reports on ot her meetings. These sho uld be sent to the editor as
news items.
In previous years, the Bulletin has not had a fo rmal policy on
reprints. Beginning with th is issue, authors of research articles shall receive 10
re prints. Two reprints will be sent to authors of notes. This policy is printed in
the last paragraph of Information for Contributors. Anot her change, indicated
in the second paragraph, is that future submissions should include abst racts in
English and French. This policy is si milar to that of Atmosphere-Ocean.

Stewart 1. Cohen
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A damage-based climatology
of lightning in Manitoba*

Sieve La Dochy and Clarence H. Annett
A climatology of lightning in Man'toba is presented. The dislribUl ion of light ning strikes
for the period 1974-1980 is derived from tw o source§: records of lighlni ng-ca usc:d forest
fires, and power ou tages caused by lightning damage of high-voltage tra nsmission lines.
By comparison to these two, lighlning-callsed dea ths and other property damage in
Manitoba are insignificant in both frequency and monetary loss. Certain time periods
(seasonal and diurnal) and particular locations are identified as being at hi gb risk. for
lightning strikes. A retrospective comparison ofiighlning st rike records 10 thunderstorm

days and to synoptic si tuation.~ identifies the frontal thunderstorm as the weather type
most likely to produce intense elcctriclll llcLivity and severe lightning damage. In addition,
the data point to a strong, previously- uniden tified "lake: e:ffcct storm intcnsification
pattern downwind from the provinl"t's major lakes.
M

To II meteorologist, lightning is the visible indicator of intense, complex electrical
activity which occurs in and around II storm. Accordingly, he is interesled in
mapping the spatial and temporal distribution of lightning flashes with the highest resolution a nd accuracy possible. This has been done, with varying degrees of
success, using radar (Ugda 1950, 1956; Hewitt. 1953), radio, photographic, a nd
optical techniques (Malan, 1963; Pierce, 1977), satellite and remote sensing lechniques (Tunnan and Tettelbach, 1980; Taranik and Settle, 198 1). a nd other techniques. The aim of such resea rch is to understand lightning as a n indicator of
storm strength and as a possible pre<:urso r of more violent weather such as
tornadoes.

• A pOr1ion ofthis paper was prc:se nted at the Annual Meeting ortM;
Canadia n Mctcorologicala nd Oceanographic Society, Ottawa, Canada,
May, 1982.
Steve LaDochy Presenl Affiliation: Depanmcnt orGeography, University of Winnipeg, Winnipcg. ManilolM, Callilda R3B 2E9. Plelllelltfdrl!.1S
cOffesponril!nCf' flnd ,('prim ,eqUl'$lfIO S. &JDochy.

Clarence H. Anllett F(>r~r Affilialion: Department or Physics, University of Kal\8ll$, Lawn:oce, Kansas, U.S.A. 66045. Presem flddrel£: BOll
702, Skawnce Mission, Kansas, U.S.A. 66201.
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The layman's view of lightning contrasts sharply with this. From a
distance, thc layman sees lightning as beautiful, magnificent, and spectacular. As
it approaches. lightning becomes a terrible force of damage, destruction, and
death. This difference in perception means that the meteorologist's data is of
liUle use or meaning to the layman; in facl , because the layman's data require·
mcnt is so much simpler, the reverse is also considcred true. Prenlice(1977) has
stated the layman's point of view succinctly:
,.... where personal danger, damage to structures, interference with
power system operation, risk of forest fires, or risk of damage to
electronic equipment near ground level are concerned, only the long·
term average of the frequency of occurrence of ground flashes in the
immediate vicinity is relevant."
Of course, this can be extracted from the meteorologist's comprehensive temporal/ spatial distribution data, if these data are available.
The value of lightning occurrence maps derived from reports of
damage at the earth's surface is not generally appreciated. Critics might point
o ut that such a map lacks temporal resolution because it is constructed retrospectively rather than concurrent with the events, and that it ignores lightning
which causes no damage (cloud-to-c1oud or intra--cloud strokes). There is, how·
ever, sound rationa le for this type of stud y. Because lightning which strikes the
earth usually produces spectacular effects which people notice and remember, it
is possible 10 temporally locate the strike with sufficient acc uracy to match it to a
particular storm or sto rm cell. Thus examination of a large number of damaging
strikes should allow the identification ofa particular storm type or weather type
which is highly likely to produce damaging lightning. Such identification is not
possible with conventional "thunderslorm da y" climatological analyses, which
usually give only monthly o r seasonal info rmation (Prentice, 1977). In addition,
a damage-based climatology may identify geographical areas which, because o f
topography or fOT unknown reasons. are at high risk for lightning strikes"These
two identifications storm type and geography - have the greatest utility for
promoting the safety oftbe general pUblic.
The meteorologist may also derive useful information from a
damage-based lightning climatology. It is known. fo r instance, that not all
lightning strikes in wooded areas cause forest fires; the characteristics of those
strikes which do cause fi res are fairly well known (Fuquay, et aI., 1972). Electric
power com panie.~ have long recognized the usefulness of a damage-based c1ima·
tology of lightning in planning for the protection, maintenance, and operation of
high·voltage transmission lines (Wagner, et al" 1942; Golde, 1945; Griscom, et
al., 1965). Finally, some information is already known abo ut the relationship of
cloud·to·ground strikes and c1oud·to-cloud strikes in storms (Prentice and
Mackerras, 1977), so the possibility exists for deriving more complete information about a stonn from the Jightningdamage it causes.
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MONTH

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

-

-

March

-

1

April

-

2

-

May

5

104

17

June

123

58

20

July

103

18

August

13'

-

September

8

-

"•

ANNUAL

373

193

Tuble I

TOTAL

AVG.

1

<1

1

3

1

,.-

80

200

.,

134

41.

8'

245

"6

66.

13.

54

33

230

.6

10

5

1

24

5

83

378

52.

1,552

310

Monthlyand a rm ua! freq uencle$ oflight ni ng-ca used roml fin:s in Moniloba. 1976·1980.

To demonstrate these points, we have constructed a ciimalOlogy of
lightning in Manitoba which is based on damage repo rts rOt those years between
1974 and 1980 where data were available. Manitoba is well su ited for such a
study. Among the Canadian provinces, Manitoba ranks high in lightning deaths
(Chinook. 1979) and in property losses due 10 lightning-initiated fires (Department of Labor and Manpower, 1975-198 1). However, these afC only a relatively
small part oCthe da maging lightn ing strikes in Manitoba. As shown in Table I,
the number of lightning-caused forest fires in Manitoba is very large. Furthermore, lightning-caused power outages on Manitoba Hydro high-voltage transmission lines are frequent during the summer storm season. Since data on both
these situations are readily available, it was decided to use them as a base for the
light ning climatology.
It is reasonable to question the representativeness of a lightning climatology constructed in this way. Figure I indicates the general vegetation distribution and physiography of Manito ba, a nd Figure 2 giv~ the locatio n of
Manitoba H ydro's main high-voltage transmission lines. The nort hern third of
the province is mixed forest and barren land, but its rr~ximity to the Arctic air
mass prevents it from being an area where storms occur freque ntly. The major
part of Manitoba is covered by SUbalpine boreal forest (predominantly conifers),
much of which is administered by the Provincial Forest Service. In the southern
quarter of the province, the boreal forest gives way to flatlands and footh ills
whic h are devoted 10 agriculwre Rod Me reprr..~e.nlal ive oflhe Oreat PI:lin.~ in
both climate and physiography.
The standard climatic descriptions (Thomas, 1953; Kend rew and
Currie, 1955; Longley, 1972).show that in the summer months southern Manitoba is subject to severe thunderstorms, with the frequency of occurrence diminishing northward. This is shown clearly in Figure 3. Coincidentally, the portion
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F IGURE I Ve~!ation Dist. 'bmion in Manl'
toba. Note Ibalthe majority orthc rrovin~e is
forested. the exttnt offorested la nd approximately coincid ing with the Canadilln Shield. In
th~ ext reme sou th. the forest Sives way to prai·
ries a nd flatlands which lin: rcprese nUltive orthc
G reat Plains.
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F IGURE 2 l oca tion of33 K V, 66 KV. and 230 K V tra nsmi.uion li nes
operllted by Manitoba Hydro, Data courtesy ofM a nit noo Hyd ro.
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of Manitoba not covered by forests but subject to moderately freq uentth.understorms - the south a nd southwest sectors - is the area most densely covered by
high-voltage trammission lines (Figure 2). Thus a cl imatology based on forest
fires a nd transmission line outages should be representative of Manitoba, since
most of the land area will be covered.
FORE.'IT FIRE DATA

In Ma nito ba, nearly half of all fo rest fires are caused by lighming. Howevcr,
therc is considerable variance from year to year in both number of fires and
acres burned. Forthe five-year period shown in Table I. 1978 was the minimum
year with only 83 fores t fires (44.000 acres burned) and 1980 was the max imum
year with 526 fo rest fires (300,000 acres burned). The cost of suppressi ng the
1980 forest fires exceeded $5.2 million. Because of the tremeodous fire ha7.ard.
especially during the summer fi re season and in periods of drought, the heavilyforested areas afnonhcrn and eastern Manitoba are closely monitored.
M onitoring is carried o ut by the Provincial Forest Service. which
tabulates data on fi re location, acres burned, and cost of suflpression. These
records were made ava ilable to us hy the Service in the form ofa computer printout for 1976-1980. If the fire is known to have been caused by lightning, it is
noted on the printout however, a lightning-caused fi re may not become visible
to a fi re o bserver until severa l hours after the ini~ja l strike. Comparison of the
forest fire records of time a nd location with storm records (Environmcnt
Ca nada, 1974- 198 1) a llows most questionable fires to be identified as having
been or not having been caused by lightning, evcn though there is 50me delay
before their sightings. From these data , a statistical analysis was conducted.
Figure 4 maps the incidence of lightning-caused fires accord ing to
the Provincial ForestService's designated fores t dist ricts. Some bias in Figure4 is
unavoida ble, since the fo rest districts a re not uniform in size a nd the ex tent of
forested area in each district is not the same. For insta nce. one area of greatest
lightning fire frcqlJcncy is the northeastern part of the province, but Figure 3
indicates that thunderstorm frequcncies dccrease northward. This fire max imum
is produced by the large numbcr of densely-forestcd acres in t he region. The area
of high lightni ng fi rc frequency east of Lake Winnipeg, however, is also an area
of maximum thunderstorm activity in the province. This is clearly due both to
the forest density and the high freq uency of thunderstorms. Likewise, few fires
occu r in thc sparsely-forested southwest and south-central regions of the province. which record la rge numbers oft huoderstorm days.
Figu rel>: 5 and 6 addrt:ss the tempural distributiull of lightningca used forest fires. Allhough the reports cover individual fires. restrict ing the
analysis to monthly and a nnual periods minimi7.CS the inaccuracies and biases
which arise in trying 10 pin do wn the exact time of origin of a fire from the
reports. In Figure 5. it can be seen thai statistically J uly is the peak month for
fi re.~, while June ranks second . However. during the fi ve-year period the month
7
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FIG URE 4 Average a nnual num ber offorC!l
fires in Manitoba caused by lightning: 1976-1980,
by forest fire districts.

with the most fires was May, 1977. This can be explained by noting that a major
d rought in 1976-77 ended in April; it is well known that peaks in the number of
lightning-t:aused forest fires occur following prolonged dry spells. Figure 5 and
Ta ble I a lso indicate that the "fire season" is well defined, and corresponds
approximately wilh the summer thunderstorm season.
The annual number oflightning-caused forest fires is compared 10
weather dala in Figure 6. The decreasing number of fires from 1976 to 1977 is·
related 10 Ihe record drought of 1976-77 in Southern and Central Manitoba
(LaDochyand Annett, 1982). The drought began in mid-summer, 1976, and
ended with a remarkably wet May, 1977 (300% of normal precipilation at Winnipeg). The convective activity accompanying the May rains caused 104 lightning fires , a very large number for so early in the warm season. At lirst glance.
one might suspect that the convective activity was accompanied by more lightning than usual, but in fact Ihe prior drought was the real culprit. Generally,
snowmelt would have kepi the forests moist until much later in Ihe year, thus
making them hard to ignite, but in the winter of 1976-77 there was little snow
and the forests were consequently drier than normal. The precipitation/ lightning
fires relationship tends to be inverse; with a previous dry period. convective
storms cause more forest fi res than normal because the forests are desiccated.
This can a lso be seen for the summer of 1980, where a record number of fires
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F IGURE 5 Monthly weather data and average
monthly frcqucllCy of lightning-caused forest
li~s,

1976-1980.
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was preceded by a dry 1979 and a drier 1980 wh ich had record high temperatures
in April and May. As Figure 6 shows. this is not always reflected in annual precipitation tOlals o r thunderstorm-day statistics because the dry periods seldom
coincide with calendar months or years and a re irregularly d istributed.
rKA I'IS M ISSION LIN E DATA

The effects of lightning on electrical transmission lines have been wcll characteri7.ed, and strikes which cause power interruptions have unique voltage/ current
signatures (Popolansky. 1960). Unlike damage to build ings and other structures
which may be struck by lightning, transmission lines damaged by lightning display specific characteristiC'S which leave no doubt as to t.he origin of the damage
and in many cases can be quantitatively related to the strenb>1h of the lightning
bolt. Additionally, a direct strike to the transmission line is not necessary; the
interaction of nearby lightning with the power line corona is oflen sufficient to
produce surges which trip circuit breakers or otherwise cause interruptions
(Lewis, 1950). I n o rder to provide reliable electric service to customers, electric
utilities monitor their transmission lines closely and keep careful records of
power interruptions (Chalmers, 1967). This makes it possible to locate the time
and place of a lightning strike quite accurately.
Over 2000 power outages due 10 lightning occur in Manitoba each
year. Manitoba Hydro has kept records of transmission line interruptions since
1961 (Manitoba Hydro, 1971). Recent records are unpublished, but were furnished to us as copies of Hydro system load dispatcher's logs. Some 10,000
repOits for the period 1974· 1979 were coded and processed by computer to
obtain the results of this study. Reports of iOlerruplions are kept at each of the
three Hydro regions - Western, Central, and Eastern - according to districts
(Figure 7). Eaeh interruption report was identified by the datc~ hour, and location
coded by townShip/ range/section. Not all years were available for the three
regions. The Eastern region had complete records from 1974-1979, bUlthc Central region had only 1975- 1979 complete and the Western region had only 19781979 for locations and 1977· 1979 for time. The records indicate that lightning is
Ihe major cause of transmission line interruptions, in agreement with other
studies (Bertness. 1980).
T here is reason to believe that the da ta are reliable; that is, for the
time periods listed, all lightning-caused interruptions are reported. Standard
Hydro procedure is for any outage which occurs during a thunderstorm to be
classified as due to lightning and so recorded. even if there are no apparent reasons for it. On further investigation, some outages attributed to lightning are reclassified. As a check on the overall quality of the data, the rate of lightning
strikes per mile of transmission line is roughly in agreement with Chalmers
(1967) and Prentice (1977).
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missio ll l'lle interruption data are grouped

study.
The annual frequency qf lightning-caused outages by district for
1975· 1979 is shown in Figure 8. Notable are the general south·to-north decrease
in frequency and the maximum frequency in an area southeast oflhe Interlakes
region. There is also a pronounced minimum in the Interlakes regio n itself. The
northward decrease is expected because ofl he decrease in both thunderstorm
days (Figure 3) and transmission lines (Figure 2), but the other features of
Figure 8 3re at first glance somewhat puzzling. For instance. there is considerable
variation between districts, although Figure J shows that thClie districts all have
about the same number of thunderstorm days per year. This is the result of two
ractors: the districts are not of uniform size and do nOI have the same density of
transmission lines. Close examination of Figure 8 shows that the larger districts
do experience more lightning, as would be expected.
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f IGU RE 8 Annual frequency ofligh tn ingcaused outages by Jl ydro districts. 1975-1979.

FIOURE 9 Lightni ll!; ou1ages by 10wIlship
and ra llge, 1978- 1979.

The problem with district size can be partjally eliminalCd by rc plotting the annual Olliage frequency data according to township and range (36
square miles)_ Figure 9 plots the freq uencies by township and range for 1978+
J979. This indicates a bias toward population centers (which implies a bias
to ward greater concent rations o f transmission lines), notably Winnipeg. In
uninhabited areas with fewer lines, less outages are reported. Visual comparison
of Figures 2 and 9 confirms tJlis.
It is not advisable to correct the outage frequencies for transmission
line d ensities because the number oflransmission lines in an a rea may not be t he
only factor infl uencing lightning strikes. Generally. higher+vohage lines suffer
less outages per mile than lower-voltage lines. Also, surrounding terrain and
nearby features such as trees or buildings may influence lightning strike rates_
We can d ifferentiate the data by looking at the light ning-caused outage frequencies fo r transmission lines of a single, given voltage. An earlier study ( Manitoba
Hyd ro. 1971) calculated lightning strike rates fo r 66 K V and 11 5 KV transmission lines. Mapping these rates at the line midpoints, the results are shown in
Figures 10 and II. The patterns for 66 K V and 115 KV li nes a re not greatly d iffere nt fro m the overall lightning outage pattern shown in Figure 8, with a ge n ~
eral south-north decrease. The concentration of strikes a round Winnipeg a nd
olher populated areas is more pronounced for the 11 5 K V lines than the 66 K V
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lines. Note that the maximum strike rale is over twice as high for the 66 K V lines
as for the 115 KV lines, in agreement with the statement made above. Also note
that lightning strikes decrease much more quickly from south to north than do
thunderslornl days, as do transmissio n line densities.
The annualligntning o utage freq uencies for each of the regions of
Figure 8 a re shown in Figure 12, There is a pronounced difference in the overall
oUlage rate for the regions, and in the year-te-year variation for the period
studied, This is mainly an effect of the size of the regions, with the Eastern and
Western regions being much larger than the Central region, while the most lines
are located in the Western region,
Turning to the temporal variatio n of lightning-caused o utages,
Figure 13 shows the monthly outage freq uency for 1974- 1979 fo r the entire
province and for each region individually. These can be compared directly with
monthly forest fire frequency (Figure 5 and Ta ble I). Again, J uly is clearly the
month of maximum outages, with August second except in the Western region.
where May is second . This is pro bably the result of the unusually large number
of thunderstorms in May, 1977, which greatly influences the short period of
record used here. In most years thunderstorms begin in May; the cumulative
curve in Figure 13 shows that by the end of August, 93% of the lightning outages
in Manito ba have occurred,
13
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The data show that more lightning-caused outages occur in wei
months than in dry months. This is to be expected, since much of the province's
summer precipitation comes from thunderstorms. Given this. it is interesting to
compare the diurnal patterns of thunderstorms and lightning outages. Figure 14
shows the distribution of outage frequency by hour for 1974· 1979. Broad maxima occur in the evening, fr om 4 to 8 p.m. (CST). and in the early morniog from
1 to 2 a.m. The dcepesl minimum occurs in the lale morning to early afternoon.
As the figure shows. the pattern is least pronounced in the Central regio n and
mosl pronounced in the Eastern region.
Certain features of Figure 14 are open to question. In examining the
original records, several cases were found where the reported time was mistak·
enly labeled as "a.m." instead of "p.m." and vice versa. In a few cases a 12 hour
addition or subtraction makes the outage report match other evidences ofthun·
derstonn activity. The midnight to I a.m. minimum and the unusual I to 2 a.m.
peak in the Eastern region may be the result of such errors which we did not
find , as may the Western region's 8 a.m. peak and 8 p.m. secondary peak.
The diurnal pattern of thunderstorms at Winnipeg, a representative
stalion, is shown in F igure [5. When F igures 14 and 15 are compared , it is clear
that the patterns match for Manitoba as a whole and for the Central region, with
the match being poo rer for the other two regions. The slight discrepancy in the
14
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FIGURE 13 Mont hly a nd cumulative lightning outage frequencies for Manitoba (abo~e) and for
",sio n, 1974- 1979.
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times o flhun derstorm minima a nd o f lightning outage minima is probably due
to confusion in some of the original data as to whether Central Standard Time
o r Daylight Saving Time was used. T he fact that the maximum for lightning
o utages occurs ea rlier tha n fo r storms suggests that t he most energetic storms
(those with the most lightni ng) occur slightly earlier in the day than the "averJ5
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F IGURE 14

Hourly lightning o uta ge freq uencies for the Hydro regions a nd for Manit oba 3!; a
whole, 1974· 1979.
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FIGURE IS Diurnal distribution of thund ersto rms at Winni peg.

age" thunderstorms. The diurnal pattern of thunderstorm activity shown in
Figure 15 closely matches that noted by Wallace (1975) for the northern Great
Plains ofthe U.S.
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METEOROLOG ICAL ANALYS IS

It is imeresting to note that the July peak in Manitoba thunderstorms is rellccted
in both forest fire and transmission line outage frequencies. Hail and tornadoes
al~o occur with maximum frequency in July, indicati ng that thunderstorms are
the most energetic then. Diurnally, hailstorms in Manitoba are concentrated in
the late afternoon to early evening hours, and are rare at other times. Tornadoes
peak around 6 to 7 p.m. CST. and tend to be concentrated in the hours from 6
p. m. to midnight. This suggests that thunderstonns which occur from midnight
to 8 a.m. or so are weaker, but Figure 14 shows that they still produce significant
numben; of transmission line outages. Annually, both forest fires and transmission line outages a re closely correlated with the thunderstorm season.
To our knowledge. no previous studies have specifically attempted to
relate individual storm characteristics to transmission line outages. Accordingly,
27 of the most active stonns between 1975 and 1979 were subjectively a nalyzed
according to their spatial extent, temporal evolution, and synoptic conditions.
Every 3-hour surface weather map on the stann days was viewed to approximate the positions of lightning outages in relation to synoptic features. Because
oflhe widespread nature of the outages, only quite general relationships could
be seen. These storms were chosen according to the criteria that they had caused
at least 100 lightning outages in the three Hydro regions. or at least 67 in two
regions. Figure 16 shows the lightning outage palterns for two of these stonns.
The early evening stonn of May 25, 1978 produced golfball-size hail and a tornado near Winnipeg. The late-night storm of J uly 17, 1978 had a much greater
geographic extent and produced 376 lightning outages - the greatest nu mber
ever recorded by Manitoba Hydro in a single day. For both cases, the maps
show widespread outages, but there is clearly some preference fo r Winnipeg and
other populated areas.
Synoptically, Manitoba is subject to three types ofthunderstorms:
fro nlal, trough, and air mass. The surprising result of analyzing the 27 individual
thunderstorms was that all were fro nta l thunderstorms. These storms, which
clearly produced the most electrical activity, were mosi commonly found ahead
of the warm fro nt, near the apex oflhe cyclone wave or slightly south of the
apex in the warm zone (Figure 17). The surface low often entered southern
Manitoba from the south or southwest, and southeasterly flow was most common near the thunderstorm areas. To some extent this is expected. Welldeveloped surface cyclones should produce cloud iness over the largest area, have
the greatest instability, produce the most individual t'mnderstorms concurrently,
a nd hence display more lightning activity than other synoptic situtations. In
some cases electrical storms persisted for several consecutive days. corresponding to mUltiple low pressure centers moving a long the fro ntal zone and thus
maintaining favora ble thunderstorm conditions for longer periods of time.
The geographical patterns of thunderstorm days (Figure 3), forest
fires {Figurc 4), and transmission line outages (Figure 8) a lso deserve comment.
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F IGURE 17 Analysis of 27 "active thunders torms in Manitoba shows that the m~1 severe
frontal storms tend to be just ahead of the wa nn
front, near the apex orlhe cyclone wave or
slightly south ofi l.
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All three clearly show maxima to the east and/ or southeast of Manitoba's two
large lakes, although the extent and position of each maximum is somewhat
biased by the data collection process (as ex plained above). Synoptic analysis of
lypical storm tracks in Manitoba shows that the region where these maxima
occur is roughly downtrack from the two large lakes, strongly suggesting that
the lakes playa part in intensifying thunderstorms which cross them or occur
nearby. Several factors have been attributed to the intensification of thunder·
storms by large lakes (Eichenlaub, 1979). A climatological study by Changnon
( 1968) showed that Lake Michigan affected thunderstorms in all four seasons. In
winter, the lake, being warmer than land, increased thunderstorms. In summer
the lake decreased thunderstorms during the day, when the lake was relatively
cool, but increased them at night. when land cooled faster than the water. Other
factors mentioned included the lake breeze front , which in some cases may
intensify existing weathersyslems resulting in severe weather, increased friction
and increased elevation downwind of the lake surface. Manitoba thunderstorms
are indeed nocturnal in summer. East of Lake Winnipeg the land rises and
topography roughens. It is not surprising then that lake effects should occur here
as the two large lakes are comparable in size to the Great Lakes, where lake
effects have been studied. It would appear that additional study of the influence
of the large lakes of Manitoba on thunderstorms a nd other aspects of weather is
needed.
COf"CLUS ION

This study has clearly demonstrated the value of climatological studies of light·
ning. Forest fires caused by lightning are most prevalent in the summer thunderstorm season, with the peak number of fires corresponding to the month of maxi·
mum thunderstorm activity. An increased risk afforest fires is noted in the
months immediately following a drought or prolonged dry spell. The number of
thunderstorm days is not a reliable indicator of forest fire hazard in a region,
because the forest is not uniformly dense over the region; however, thunderstorm·
day maps and forest fire frequency maps help identify regions where the potential
hazard is greater. Such information would be useful in the spatial allotment of
manpower during the fire season a nd for placing lightning location detectors
where they would be of maximum benefit.
Likewise, transmission line outages due to lightning peak in July.
and have an annual distribution corresponding closely to the thunderstorm sea·
son. Outages are diurnally distributed in approximatE: correspondence with the
hours of thunderstorm occurrence, peaking in the early evening and having a
secondary peak in the early morning hours. Transmission line outages show a
closer correlation to populated areas than to regions of high thunderstorm days.
Synoptic a nalysis identifies the most elect rically active (and thus the most damaging) thunderstorms as being f.rontal storms, with the most favored location
ahead of the warm front a nd near the frontal apex. Taken together, these facts
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have implications for Manitoba Hydro regarding the scheduling of standby
repair crews, vacation scheduling for crews, and emergency preparedness in
general.
Finally, the identification of frequent thunderstorms and high damage risk east and southeast of the Interlakes region suggests a previously unreported "lake effect'" and points out the need for more meteorological research on
this phenomenon in Manitoba.
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Do increases in atmospheric CO2 have a
Cooling effect on surface air
temperature?

S.B. !tlso

For several decades the prevailing scientific wisdom was that increases in atmospheric CO 2 had the pOlential to significantly raise surface lIir temperatures, such
that a doubling of the COl content of the air from 300 10 600 ppm was predicted
to lead to a mean global air temperature rise offrorn 2 to 4" K (Schneider, 1975:
Bach, 1980; Reck, 1982). Then, a few years ago, this concensus estimate was
challenged by Newell and D opplick ( 1979. 198 1) and ldso ( 1980. 198 1, 1982a,b),
who contended that the predicted warming was ten limes too great. Now, I have
found evidence for relationships among histo rical temperatu re, CO 2• and industrial carbon production data which indicate that the primary effect of enhanced
levels of atmospheric COl may be to actually £:001 the planet instead of warm it.
Consider the data of Fig. I. Over the period of time fo r which good
atmospheric COl. measurements are available. t he COl content of lhe air has
increased in essentially the same manner that its precursor, the industrial production of CO 2·carbo n, has increased . Thus, we may postulate, as has practically everyone else who has studied the problem, that th L<; sam e cause-a nd-effeet
relationship has prevailed throughout the entire lOO-year period from 1880-- 1980.
It then follows that the last cent ury has experienced two distinct eras of atmospheric CO 2 increase: a period of gradual, essentia lly linear increase from 1880 to
approximately 1945, and a period of rapid, essentially exponential increase from
about 1945 to 1980 (and beyond). If atmospheric COl has an effect on climate.
we may thus expect that some indicat io n of change in surface air temperature
may be apparent at the time of transition between the two eras, i.e., at about
1945.
Consider, then, the data of Fig. 2, where the mean air temperature of
the globe is broken d own into three components, composed of Northern, low
and Southern latitudes. In the case of the Southern latitudes, where CO 2 effects
a re predicted 10 be minimal (Revelle, 1982), we see a persistent warming tre nd
throughout the entire centu ry. In low la titudes, however, this warm ing trend is
supp ressed somewhere near the time of the 1945 tra nsition, with essentially no
mea n change in air tempera tu re beyo nd that point. And in Northern latitudes,
P(~UIII

Alfilim;DII: u .s . Water Conservation LabOl"lltory. USDA-ARS.

Ph oenix. AZ 85040. U.s.A.
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FIG URE I The global rate of produetion of
industria l CO}-carbon (from fuel product ion
data of the Uoite<! Natioos) and the mean globa l
CO 2 eon~ ntrat jon (from me-.uuremc nts at
Mau na Loa. Hawai i and the South Pol) as functions of time. Adaptcd from Kccling( 1982).
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FIGURE 2 Observed tn:lId~ of mea n surface air temperature for: Top
Nort hern Illtiludes(900N-2J,6°N), Middle - low latitudes (21.6° N_
23.6"5), and Bottom - Sout hern latit udcs (23.6°S_9O"S). as reponed by
Ha nsen 1'1 0/(198 1). 1 Ilave added tlle straight lines. d ra wn by eye, to depict
the genera l trends which appear 10 charllCleri~ Ihe lime periods of gradual a nd rapid

CO~ conce ntration

increase. Adapted from Idso ( 1982c).
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Where COl effects a re predicted to be greatest (National Research Council,
1982), there is a d ra matic change fr om extreme warming to extreme cooling in
the vicinity of 1945.
Of these three temperature trends, the one for Southern latitudes is
the least complex, showing but a simple linea r increase in surface a ir temperature over the entire lOO-year time span. Thus, simple logic would identify it as
the basic tendency for climatic change o n Earth throughout the past century.
Then, since the other two trends deviate from their common warming tendency
at the same point in time, simple logic also posits a co mm on cause for their subsequent behavior: and since this point in time corresponds with the time oftransition between eras of gradual and rapid increilse in atmospheric CO 2, simple
logic rurther identifies the rapid increase in atmospheric CO} content as the
cause of the temperature trend changes.
The evidence discussed in the prececding two paragraphs thus indicates (but, of course, does not prove) that the primary effect of increasing the
CO 2 concentratio n of the atmosphere of present-day Earth is to depress and not
raise sunace air temperature; for in Northern Hemispheric regions where COl
effect~ arc postulated to be greatest, we see the commencement of dramatic cooling when atmospheric CO2 concentration begins to dramatically rise. And this is
aJso the picture obtained from satellite data of snow and ice cover: Dewey and
Heim's ( 1981) data for Northern latitudes depict current cooling, while Kukla
and Gavin's (1981) data for Southern la titudes depict continued warming.
Perhaps o ne reason why we have been so long in coming to this
straightforward and simple elucidation ofthe o nly truly "hard data" pertaining
to Ihc CO~-<Iimate question is that the general circulation models of the atmosphere have for so long predictedjusl the opposite effects (Natio nal Research
Council, 1982). With the comprehensive analysis of their Shortcomings and the
many other evidences which exist for a potential cooling effect of enhanced
atmospheric CO 2 provided by ldso (1982e), however, it should now be easier to
accept the possi ble reality of this new interpretation of Ihe data. Especially is this
so in light of the recent study of the role of H10 continuum absorption in the 1218 p.m region of the electromagnetic spectrum conducted by Kiehl and Ramanathan ( 1982). Prior to the publication of their paper, which appeared in
December of 1982, no computer studies of the effects of CO2 on global climate
had included these H20 continuum effects; and Kiehl and Ra manathan indicate
that when these effects are included, the increased downward thermal radiatio n
to the surface of the Earth arising from a doubling of the atmospheric CO 2 concentration decreases to only about a third of what was previously predicted.
Furthermore, they note that they have still not accounted for H20 continuum
effects in Ihe 8-12 p.m region and that when they finally are included additional
significant changes in the results will probably be warrenled. Thus, it is easy to
admit the possibility tha t the therma l radiative greenhouse effect of CO z may
actually be smaller than its opposite interaction with solar radiation; a nd if this
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is so, Choud hury and Kukla ( 1979) have clearly shown how increases in a lmospheric CO 2 may have a significant cooling effect on surface air temperature,
precisely a~ the data presented herein appear to indicate.
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News and Comments

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN GEOGRAPHERS ANNUAL MEETING

The 1983 AAG Annual Meeting took place on April 24-27 in Denver, Colorado.
There were 13 climatology sessions, many of which were oriented towards particular themes, especially climate modelling. Four sessions, organized by Corl J.
Willmoll of Delaware and James E. Burt of Illinois, were devoted to this topic.
One ofthese was a special session featuring Robert E. Dickinson of the National
Center for Atmospheric Research in Boulder, who spoke on surface process
parameterizations in Global Circulation Models. Among the problems cited by
Dickinson are: dependence of albedo on atmospheric transmissivity; modelling
of turbulence within the planetary boundary layer; modelling of energy balances
for active, dormant, and dead vegetation; dependence of surface and subsurface
runoff on vegetation, including canopy interception and uptake of soil water by
the roots; and, effects of frozen ground on runoff. The challenge is for modellers
to apply results from site-specific research to the macro-scale.
Other climatology sessions on the program included presentations
on circulation, drought, synoptic climatology, climatic variability, climatic
reconstruction, and a special session on socio-economic impact of climate organized by John R. Mather of Delaware. The latter included a paper on the development of a "Weather Stress Index" by Lawrence A. Kalkstein of Delaware.
This index is based on Steadman's work (seeJ. of Appl. Meteorol., 1971) and
employs data on temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed. Its units are
percentage of days less stressful than today. Thus, it is a relative index given as a
ratio scale number. Since potential users of such indices are non-climatologists,
this information must be presented in a user-oriented format , such as ratio scale
anomaly indices, or probabilities of exceeding certain thresholds. Hydrometeorologists have used the latter format when providing data on maximum precipitation amounts for specified return periods. Applied climatologists must continue to develop new ways of providing sophisticated climatic information in
relatively simple formats in order to encourage greater use of this information by
the public.
Weather modification was the topic of another special session featuring Stanley A. Changnon of the Illinois State Water Survey. The modern era of
advertant modification began in the late 1940s, and during the following 20
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years, government and private industry invested heavily in cloud seeding activities. In recent years, there has been a considerable decline in research funding
because there is little consensus on how well cloud seeding works. Several positive aspects were cited, including successes in cold fog suppression and orographic snow enhancement, and the development of greater expertise in cloud
physics, measurement (including radar) , and impact studies. Future needs
include a return to basic research on the life cycle of precipitation systems, and
an increased effort to develop better project design and evaluation approaches.
Inadvertant modification was also discussed , and although there is greater certainty about impacts,- at least on the local scale, more research is needed on
meso- and macro-scale effects of urbanization, deforestation, and large-scale
irrigation.
Regarding the climatology specialty group, Richard H. Skaggs of
Minnesota was retained as Chairman. Several proposals were made by the

group for the 1984 AAG Meeting in Washington, including a student papers
competition, open panels for non-specialist audiences, and an increase in the
number of poster sessions.
CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF GEOGRAPHERS ANNUAL MEET I NG

The 1983 CAG Annual Meeting was held at the University of Winnipeg on May
30-June 2. G.D.V. Williams of AES Downsview has kindly provided the following notes:
"There were over 180 papers, many in concurrent sessions. I

attended sessions on Climatology, Glaciations, Agriculture, the Rural-Urban
Fringe, Biogeography, Historical Geography, and Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA), and also parts of a miscellaneous poster session. What follows is a report on the climatology, glaciation, and EIA sessions.
"There were 2 Climate sessions; 7 papers were presented. My own
paper "Prairie droughts as indicated by water-based wheat yield estimates" was

presented first. 1 described drought patterns as indicated by water-budget based
wheat yield estimates over the prairies and from year to year for 1928 to 1980. 1
estimated that drought-related wheat crop losses were about $2.1 billion for
1928-38 and the same for 1957-{;8.
"The second paper "Climatology of the Cypress Hills - an "oasis" in
the Palliser Triangle" by Whiting & Wheaton of the Sask. Research Council, was
presented by Elaine Wheaton. The study area is climatologically and hydrologically quite distinct from the surrounding prairies, in that it is cooler in the
summer, warmer in the winter, and is sufficiently humid that the streams pro-

vide reliable flows throughout the year. Analysis of the climate of the area is
hampered by the fact that the climatological station there was in operation for
only 10 years, from 1962 to 1972. This information can be supplemented to some
extent by observations taken by the local park staff to assist them in forest fire
control.
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"In "Hailstorms in agricultural Manitoba: a climatological study",
Sieve LaDochy, University of Winnipeg, described his analysis and graphing of
spatial and temporal patterns of thunderstorms based on crop insurance data.
T hese data tend to give much better spatial coverage than the meteorological
station network, but they are selective and have biases that have to be
recognized.
"The paper "Frequency and characteristics of tornadoes of S. W.
Ontario" by Janssen and McBoyle, U. of Waterloo, presented by Geoff
McBoy/e. was reminiscent ofthe Saskatchewan one given last year by Blair &
Paul. Janssen & McBoyle searched the London Free Press, 1960-79, and found
reports of 84 tornadoes and 50 probable ones. T hey assessed the reliability of the
sightings. They concluded that 6 to 7 tornadoes annually could be expected in
the area, occurring especially in late afternoon and especially in Lambton and
Essex Counties.
"Les types de temps comme Dutil compiementaire de la classification
c1imatique", is by Joseph Lilynski, U. de Quebec, Trois-Rivieres, who has been
working on numerical climatic classification of world climates. This paper
described his latest efforts to develop a universal system for using daily temperature and precipitation data in determing weather types for climatic classification
purposes.
"In" Assessment of a suburban water balance", Sue Grimmond,
U. of B.C., described a suburban water balance study which included analysis not
only of climatological data but also of readings on the amount of water piped into
the area, Actual evapotranspiration in such an area can be considerably higher
than what would be possible if the only water were from precipitation over the
area, and her approach allowed this to be quantified.
"The final climatological paper was "The location of the treeline in
the region of Churchill, Manitoba, as a response to climatic and anthropogenic
factors", by Tim Ball, U. of Winnipeg, who also presented a related poster paper
later. In the area within 60 miles south and 40 miles west from Churchill, the
treeline was apparently retreating in the 1700's but much of this was probably
due to increasing activities and need for firewood and lumber at Churchill.
Farther west there was apparent retreat associated with cooling climate, There
was apparently a significant climate change around 1760. Graphs in his poster
session showed similar numbers of days with rain up to that year at York Factory and Churchill, 120 miles apart. After that, days with rain at York, which is
farther south, were considerably higher than at Churchill. Other data, including
wind direction frequencies and thunderstorm occurrences also reflect a change,
Ball suggested this corresponded with the end of the "little ice age" there; before
1760 both places were typically N. of the Arctic front and in the tundra zone,
while afterwards, the line was N. of York but S. of Churchill.
"Derek Ford, McMaster U" organized a special session "Canada:
How Many Glaciations? - President's Colloquium". He suggested that the
number was very much in question and there could have been as many as J7
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major glaciations affecting our land in the past 2 million years. Other speakers
discussed evidence in various regions: Joyce MacPherson , Memorial U. (Atlantic region), Serge Occhielti, U. de Quebec, Montreal (Quebec-Labrador Plateau
in N.Y. state); Terry Day, U. of Western ant. (ant. & mid-continent); Bill
Ronnie, U. of Winnipeg (Prairies); Stuart Harris, U. of Calgary (Cordilleral);
John Andres, U. of B.C. (S.W. B.C.).
"Torn Meredith, McGill V ., in a paper entitled "Standards in Environ mental Impact Assessment", gave an excellent review of the history ofthe
environmental movement, the environmental impact assessment process, involvement by governments and scientists, and how scientists view the process.
He suggested that while the process has had many problems and limitations, it is
much better than not having it at all.'
.. A paper "On congruence and relevance of data in the Environmental Impact Assessment proce~s", by Terry Simmons, Simon Fraser U. (He's currently working with B.C Hydro) was read by a colleague. It spoke of the problem of the typical "ten-volume" environmental impact reports of the '70s that
were "uncritical collections of massive data that didn't relate well to practical
needs". It suggested that EIA reports were planning tools and were only as good
as their use in planning. It was also suggested that "no new data should be collected unless it's really needed", and emphasis was given to the importance of
interpretation, of understanding the practical needs, and of interaction between
planners, regulators, and those doing the assessments, from an early stage."
IEditor's Note: Tom Meredith has published a paper entitled "Geography
and the Environmental 1mpact Assessment Process" (The Operational
Geographer. 1983, I , 12-14).
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CAGONT ANNUAL MEETING

The Ontario Branch of the Canadian Association of Geographers (CAGONT) is
meeting at McMaster University in Hamilton on October 28-29, 1983. One of
the paper sessions to be held at 10:30 a.m. October 29 is entitled "Mass and
Energy Fluxes at the Regional Scale" and will include the following
presentations:
Ellsworth LeDrew "Synoptic development in the seasonal sea ice
zone of the polar basin."
Wayne Rouse
"The impact of regional advection from Hudson Bay on terrestrial climate."
Ming Ko Woo
"Regional variation of high flows in the Hudson Bay lowlands." .
In addition to the above, Wayne Rouse of McMaster informed the
Bulletin at press time that there might be a fourth presentation on regionalism of
mass fluxes. Further information can be obtained from:
Conference Organizers
CAGONT83
Department of Geography
McMaster University
Hamilton, Ontario
L8S 4KI
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